
Dear Sir/Madam, 

 

I wish to apply for Volunteers for the Second Security, Stability and Resiliency of the DNS 

(SSR2) Review Team. I am seeking such opportunity to learn security, Stability and resiliency of 

DNS and share my skills, experiences and learning outcome among Asia pacific region. I believe 

that my education, employment backgrounds and experience are appropriate for this SSR2 

Review Team. 

I am quick learners and excellent trainer also. I always happy to communicate with society and 

identify their requirement and help them for the betterment. I have keen interest to work with this 

review team because I want to enhanced my skills especially in the DNS and help the 

community. I believe my knowledge, experiences and community involvement definitely help to 

this review team to contribute a great deal to the community. I hope that you will give me such 

opportunities to explore and widen my knowledge and help the community. 

I have around 13 Years operational and academic experience IT professional. I am actively 

serving the national and international community and forum as different role and responsibility. I 

am contributing at SANOG as PC members and main instructor for IPV4/IPV6 Advanced 

Routing, MPLS Network Design and Deployment, Network Security etc. I am also working for 

APNIC as training consultant and conduct many workshop for South Asian regional community. 

I have conduct few workshop with APRICOT, Network Security and MPLS Network Design 

and Deployment. I am Working at isoc Nepal chapter as executive member. NPNOG vice-

president and NPIX Training coordinator. I am closely working with Nepal Government IT 

policy and Security Team as well. In addition to I am working as part time University Lecturer 

for Network Security and cryptography. I have achieved Cisco instructor excellence awards 

since 2012 to till now and I have secure some technical professional level global certification 

CCNP, CCAI, CCNA / JNCIP-SP, JNCIS-SP / JNCIA. 

Above all, I possess the interest and determination to perform well in the SSR2 Review Team. I 

believe that my credentials are a suitable match for your requirements. I look forward to hearing 

the positive response to discuss the SSR2 Review team further. Thank you for your valuable time 

and consideration. 

Sincerely 

Ram Krishna Pariyar 

 




